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A telecopic view of the moon often get a kid intereted in atronom. However,  the time one ecome an adult, the moon
i motl forgotten in favor of more exotic oject. Dupont-loch, an author and amateur atronomer, remind the reader that
the moon i a eautiful oject with a huge variet of geologic feature that can e een from even the mot light-polluted
uran location. In thi ook, the even preented approache to imaging the moon range from “low tech” to “high tech.” Have a
martphone or a cheap wecam? If e, then one i read to hoot the moon. Thinking aout uing a DLR camera or
intereted in a high-end CCD imager? Thi ook will help one make the right choice. Want to learn how to make image with
the et focu, get good contrat and color alance, take tereo image of the moon, nd the Apollo landing ite, or even hoot
video of lunar impact? Thi ook how “how-to.” The work will e mot ueful to the eriou amateur, ut novice will nd
enough ackground to get up to peed with a little help from the numerou reference and excellent lunar chart that are
provided.
umming Up: Recommended. All reader.
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